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This paper describes the application of a neld type of fast and sensitive

pressure transducer as an acoustic wave detector. The device, a piezoelectric

DI\|OS transducer was made with a gauge factor in excess of 101000 and a response

time to a shock input of less than 400ns. A small sensing area of less than

8OO (u*)2 is readily achievable. The limiting frequency of operation is expected

to be in the GHz range. As a bulk acoustic l,\rave detector, the PIDMOS exhibits a

constant gain over a wide frequency range. Surface acoustic waves at 28 MHz have

also been detected.

The device structure is basically that of a DMOS transistor except that the

gate insulator is made of a thin piezoelectric film sandwiched between two Si02

layers. The strain signal induces a polarization potential in the ZnO layer and

is electricalty detected and amplified as changes in the drain current. Trans-

conductance and operation freguency are superior to those of conventional MOSFET

structures as a result of the short channel length and the small output capacitance.

Device response to static strain and to an ac strain at 600 Hz are demonstrated

in Fig. I and Fig. 2. Detection of bulk acoustic vtaves at 6.7 Nftlz and surface

acoustic wave at 29 MHz are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Theory of the device

response to the anplitude and freguence of the strain signal has been formulated

and matched to experiment. This device should be extremely valuable for applications

to the Non Destructive Evaluation (NDE) of materials and in Surface-acoustic-wave

conununication systems. It may also be attractive for applications in the medical

fields and in the geosciences.
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Strain(s) = 1.8xL0-6
AI" /r

Gauge Facror = -# = t.6xt05(vrr=gv.)

Flg. 1. PI-DMOS response to. static strain.

VDD = 10V., VGS = 13V.

R, = 33 kfl, IDO = 120 uA

Fig. 2. PI-DMOS response
ac strain at 500

to
Hz.
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Top traee : Input, V*r(o+e)=60V.
Middle trace: (PI-DMOS)o,rt,VDD=VGS=0V.

Bottom trace: (pI-DMos)o,rarvoo=9v. rvrr=lgv.

Delay tine 7 22 1ts. 
too=300uA'R'=10k0

200 ns/crn +

Top trace : Output from Lnterdlgital-
Borro' rrace: otffit8dEfff, {llfritor,

VOO=llV. rVrr=20V.

IOO=160UArR =lkQ

V*r=(input;=!0V.

Delay tLme : IMUT/IDT=3.2us,
IDT/PI-DMoS= 0.6 us

Flg. 4. Detection of Surface acousti.c
wave at 28 MEz by PI-DMOS

Fig. 3. Detection
at 6.7 lfrtz

of bulk acoustlc wave
by PI-DMOS
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